
COMPARE AND CONTRAST BENVOLIO AND MERCUTIO

A Comparison of Benvolio and Mercutio essays In the play Romeo and Juliet, Another painfully obvious contrast
between Mercutio and Benvolio is the way.

Benvolio briefly clashes with Tybalt and manages to escape unscathed. Any subject. Upon meeting someone,
Mercutio immediately looks for something to tease them about. Indeed, it could be said that both Benvolio and
Mercutio exhibit a certain degree of culpability for the tragic ending of the play. Your time is important. He
always uses simple language when he speaks. Mercutio is not actually a Montague but he is very loyal to
Romeo and the Montague house. Mercutio is a very lively character and his view of love is different to
Romeos. Here, Benvolio draws on this intimacy to influence Mercutio. Although their friendship seems
unlikely, Benvolio and Mercutio stick together and keep an eye on Romeo. Though they are an oddly matched
pair, they somehow combine to add their own unique flavors to Romeo and Juliet. Mercutio, on the other
hand, tends to rush into conflict, even when conflict is easily avoided, which is shown in the scene where he
confronts Tybalt on Romeo 's behalf. When he is trying to make peace he always commands. Mercutio is a
contrast to Benvolio because Benvolio always respects his elders, whereas Mercutio likes to insult people.
This fact does not hinder their companionship at all. In this essay I will explore and analyse the effects and
intentions of his writing and the ways in which they present the contrasting effects Benvolio and Mercutio
each have on Romeo. This suggests that Tybalt is a very aggressive character in contrast to Benvolio who
commands to try and keep the peace. Tybalt always uses very aggressive language, he always commands
people to do things. In contrast to Mercutio, Benvolio wants to avoid confrontation. Then in Act One he once
again orders some servants to break up their fight. He always teases him about his lovesickness, "Romeo!
Through both are Romeo's friends, one has to wonder how they can stand one another's company. Throughout
most of the play, these two characters are hardly separated, showing them to be good friends. Another
painfully obvious contrast between Mercutio and Benvolio is the way they generally carry themselves and
converse with friends. Mercutio is in the play to liven it up and to add comedy to it.


